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Sunday 28 April 

The surprise! I am meeting daughter Victoria and her boyfriend Leighton at Papakura for my upcoming 
birthday surprise. Ten minutes later we are at the Ardmore aerodrome looking at an X300 aerobatic single 
engine aircraft and yes, I am going for a ride.   

A bit of a wait and the briefing begins at the side of the aircraft.  A parachute is strapped on and clear 
instructions are given of how to get in the cockpit without wrecking it.  No instruction on the parachute 
though.  Levering myself down into the seat, Wayne the pilot reaches over and straps me in, clipping a 
cord onto the rip cord handle while giving clear instructions on how to undo the seat belt harness in case 
we have to bail out.  The cord is attached to the ripcord handle to open the parachute automatically if I 
have to exit the aircraft. 

We taxi down the side of the runway weaving from side to side.  I am thinking Wayne has been on the 
turps until I realise he can't see what's in front unless he does this, as this machine is a tail dragger – i.e. it 
has the third wheel at the back which keeps the nose high.   

 

Soon we are airborne heading south.  The command, “You take control” is given and I get to fly for a little 
bit and even get to do a barrel roll; this bird is easy to fly.   

Then Wayne is back on the stick and the fun begins.  Numerous acrobatics are performed.  Pulling 2G's 
upside down and doing vertical dives looking down on a nice country house was all fun.  All too quick it 
was over.  Thanks Victoria and Kirstie for a great present. 

Sitting in the Boeing 777 now on the way to Washington via Los Angeles is all a bit tame, in spite of the 
crew having to take their seats because of what they claim is “really bad” turbulence. After the 13 hour 
flight and then ten uneventful hours at LAX, I am on a Boeing 757 to Washington DC.  Five hours (and a 
reasonable sleep) later, my good mate Michael is waiting at the baggage area for me.   

After a forty minute drive across town we arrive at his house in Alexandra, Virginia.  Paula, Mike’s wife, is 
there - busy on the computer and about to head off to work.  After asking, "Do you always go into work 
on a Sunday?” it was politely pointed out to me that it was by now Monday!!  

 

After a brew, a short rest and packing a bit of kit and a few guns, Mike and I are heading south on the 
interstate, I95. These roads are great: two lanes each way and at this time of day (around noon), not too 



much traffic about.  There is not much to see as the road is tree lined on both sided most of the way. 
Cracking along at about 80mph about three hours later we cross the state line into North Carolina.   

Two and a half hours more through North Carolina and we arrive at a city called Fayetteville - population 
around 75,000.  This town has grown up around Fort Bragg: the largest military base in the USA with some 
100,000 soldiers and airmen based there.  These include the 82nd airborne Green Berets along with a 
number of other military units.   

After checking into our hotel we head across to the Mash House to meet the boys for a drink and a meal.  
This place brewed its own beer, which was probably the worst I have ever tasted.  The cowboy steak was 
fantastic washed down with some nice red wine; the beer was soon forgotten.   

   

We are here to do a combat shooting course. Mike works for a company called Surefire who make lights 
and rifle suppressors, mainly for the military.  He travels extensively all over the world visiting military 
bases and resellers of their products.   

We are hosted by Travis whose company, Mayflower, makes specialty body armour and equipment 
carrying gear, along with Patrick from Velocity Systems, who make specialist body armour, and the team 
from Surefire. 

Tuesday morning we meet at Grey Group Training in town before heading out to the range. There are 
about 20 of us, including a number of special forces soldiers and a couple of police SWAT team guys.  The 
rest are mostly ex-military, still working in the military related world.   

 

After a fair bit of chatting, our instructor Jeff Gonzales gets us together.  He’s an ex-Navy Seal who now 
runs Trident Concepts.  They specialise in teaching Combat Shooting.   

We start with a safety brief and then it's on to check our weapons are zeroed.  Mike has loaned me his 
LWRC M6 assault rifle with an Elcan Specter sight on it.  Most of the guys here have either Aimpoint or 
EOTech red dot sights. 



We each have 5x30 round magazines of 5.56 ammunition and a pistol with a couple of spare magazines 
(or clips) as a back-up gun.  Rifles zeroed, the training gets underway with Jeff showing us the best way to 
grip the rifle, where to position the elbows and how to pull it into the shoulder.  

            
    Jeff Gonzales and me                    Good friend Surefire Michael 

We shoot from 50 yards working our way forward through 35, 25, 15, 10, 7 and finally 5 yards, firing one 
round when he says “up”.  Pretty soon it's time to refill mags and have a break.  Another set of drills then 
we head down the road for some lunch, settling on the local garage which had a bit of a lunch bar. 

The afternoon continues with more drills and lots of rounds going down range.  This is a great way to 
spend a Tuesday.   

At the end of the day we have a bit of a competition where we are paired off, standing shooting an 8" 
steel disc at 50 yards.  The winner is the first guy to get two hits on the disc.  We get 6 goes at this - the 
winner is the person with the most wins.  One of Green Beret guys takes first prize, giving him first pick of 
the prize table made up of Surefire and Mayflower products.   

 
The day end shoot off 

 

It's after 7.00pm when we get back to the hotel and we are of out to a local Italian restaurant for dinner 
and a chat about the day.   



Jet lag must have caught up with me as the next day I didn't wake up until 8.00am, making it a bit of a 
mad scramble to get to the range.   

After a check-zero of the rifles to cater for a couple of people who missed the previous day, we get into 
more drills.  Jeff is constantly stepping up the pace, making for an excellent and challenging day of 
shooting.   

There are a few really good shots there, including the local police SWAT sergeant Alan, who takes first 
prize at the end of day competition.   

That night it's back to the Mash House for a meal and a wine or three.  Dale, a police SWAT guy from up 
north who was involved with the recent Boston bombings, tries a New Zealand Montana Sauvignon Blanc 
and is pleasantly surprised at how good it tastes.   

In no time at all it is closing time.  We head back to one of our rooms for a few quiet drinks.  Most of these 
guys have been in combat at some stage over the past few years and have many interesting stories to tell 
which I won't repeat here. 

 

It's Thursday 2 May already.  The plan today was to visit the Special Forces Museum.  Unfortunately due 
to budget cuts, it is closed Monday and Thursday.   

We did manage, however, to find an actual cafe in the old part of Fayetteville.  The rest of the city is all 
fast food chain establishments, many of which I have not run across before.  After a good brew and 
breakfast, we stated the journey north back to Washington DC.   

The traffic is heavier today with lots trucks on the road.  The I295 and later the I95 are the main freight 
roads on the east coast.  By the look of the large pieces of tyre tread lying on and alongside the road, it's 
got to be a good earner for the tyre companies.   

That night we visited a local Mexican restaurant in Alexandra, near Paula and Michael’s house.  It’s a large 
place with a bar; it was packed inside and out and the food was great. 

Friday morning we meet Michael's father, Bob, and brother, Eric, at the Marine Museum which is situated 
close to the Quantico Marine Base.  Both of them are ex-Marines.  

 



Prior to meeting them, we took a brief drive onto the base.  It must be huge, as we drove through a mile 
or so of trees, then a golf course before reaching a small town that seemed to have an oversupply of 
barbers and tailor shops.  There were many signs along the road pointing to different units and training 
areas.   

The museum is very impressive, with a huge reception area from which you enter the exhibition areas.  
These are very well laid out, taking one through the history of the US Marines.  The US Marines first saw 
action in the Revolutionary war. 

 

One exhibit that really stood out was the battle for Iwo Jima where 22,060 Japanese (of which only 216 
survived) held the 70,000 marine invasion force at bay for 36 Days.  What is left of the famous flag raised 
on the island on the 23rd of February 1945 is on display here.   

 

The Korean section is cold.  The Vietnam section is entered by walking through the hull of a Chinook 
helicopter.  Aircraft relating to each era are suspended from the ceiling.  Ceremonies are conducted in the 
large atrium near the entrance. 

 

In the evening Paula and Michael hosted a BBQ.  It was great to catch up with friends Duncan and his wife 
Nikki, who attended with their three very polite daughters.  Duncan is working at the NZ Embassy.   



Also present was a US colonel called Bill, who lead the unit who captured Saddam Hussein after the 
second Gulf War.  He had some interesting photos, one of which was a stack of US$12 million they dug up 
in a paddock near where the capture took place.  Saddam must have had a key to the bank vault! 

With Eric there as well, we had a great night chatting while enjoying great food and drink.   

 

 

Saturday May 4  

All too quickly it’s time to leave. Thanks Mike and Paula for being such great hosts. 

It's a lovely day as we drive along the Potomac River looking across at the Washington Monument, which 
is undergoing repairs after a recent Earthquake put some cracks in it.   

   

Arriving at Dulles airport, a friendly chap at the US Airways counter checks my passport, sees I have a 
birthday coming up and gives me priority stowage for my bags.  He then goes on to explain that a large 
group of old people standing around are war veterans that the government has flown in from out of state 
for a tour of the capital.  This is apparently a regular occurrence.   

The flight to Chicago goes via Charlotte in the south west of North Carolina.  The airport here is huge with 
three runways and many terminal buildings.  It's a 20 minute walk through the buildings to catch the 
connecting flight.   



As we approach the bottom of Lake Michigan I am surprised at what looks like a nonstop city running 
around the south end of the lake and up each side for miles.  Chicago is impressive from the air with the 
downtown sky scrapers near the water and the city spreading out for miles north, west and south.   

      

Another big airport, well west of downtown and the city carries on past it.  Rail also looks big here, with 
huge railway yards near the airport.   

Five bucks gets me on the Blue Line train which runs into the city with lots of stops along the way.  Just 
over an hour later I am checking into the Downtown Travel Lodge.  It's not as flash as it looked on the net. 
As I lean on the counter and ask about the booking, the receptionist screams and runs away.  I was a bit 
relieved when I saw it was a rather large cockroach running across the counter that had caused this, not 
me!!  

After getting the room sorted I went for a stroll north up town.  This place, with its tall buildings and 
layout, felt a bit like New York but with wider streetand fewer people and cars.   

 

Crossing the river I came across the House of Blues: decked out with lots of memorabilia it looks cool; just 
too many people to get through to the bar. A pub down the road is also packed, with 20 plus TVs, a 
different sport on nearly every one, each holding a group of supporters huddled around the bar following 
their particular team.  No chance of a drink here.  Eventually finding O'Callaghan's on Hubbard St, I settle 
in to try some of the many local brews and order some food.  



  

Then along come a couple of Aussie blokes who are over doing some IT work at the consulate.  They have 
just flown in from Mexico and seem to travel all over the world.  After a bit of a yarn and a couple more 
bars it’s suddenly the early hours and time to stroll back to the hotel.   

 

Sunday May 5 

It’s time to play tourist, starting with the Wells Tower (formally the Sears Tower) which for a few years 
was the world’s tallest building.   It's a nice day and the views are spectacular.  They have also tacked 
some glass boxes on the side which are fun to stand in and look down.  Paying the extra for a portable 
speaking device was well worth the money.  The history of the city is very interesting. 

 

From there I took a stroll down past the high rise prison to the Clarence F Buckingham Memorial Fountain.  
This was modelled of some French fountain, but made much bigger of course.   

A little way north is the Millennium Park where the Jay Pritzker pavilion is.  From up high, this place looks 
like a bit of tin foil rolled out in the shape of a snail.  It is actually a band shell and music pavilion.   

  
The local triangular prison          Looking Down  



   

  

Further north I came across the Carbide Carbine building, now the Hard Rock Hotel. Built in 1929 - the 
prohibition days - in the shape of a champagne bottle, gold top included.  Apparently the original owners 
didn't agree with prohibition and built it to make a point.   

A bit further north is the river that used to run into Lake Michigan and now runs out of the lake.  I could 
not establish how that was achieved, apart from something to do with a series of canals.  Apparently the 
reason for doing this was that back in the late 1800’s the river was so polluted that it started to pollute 
the lake where the city got its drinking water.   

Down by the river, by the Michigan Bridge, I took an architectural boat tour with Shoreline boats.  A chap 
called Jim gave a run-down on the many spectacular buildings along the river.  He also explained how in 
the early 1900’s most of the buildings were jacked up between 4 and 14 feet so the streets could be raised 
up out of the mud and a sewerage system put in.  This was done by placing a series of screw jacks around 
the building, screwing them up and then pouring a new foundation while people still lived or worked in 
the buildings.  There were lots more interesting things about the city covered on the tour.   

That night I went uptown to a Mexican restaurant.  There I got chatting to a lady called Lisa, who had lived 
in Auckland for a while.  She very kindly offered to take me to a Blues bar further up town.   

When we got in her car she opened up her hand bag and out hopped a dog!! Checking out the hand bag it 
was purpose built to hold a hand bag dog.   

   
             I have a dog in my bag                            Kingston Mines  



The Kingston Mines is a blues bar further uptown, with two bars and the Blues bands playing alternatively 
in each with up to 10 musicians on the stage at any one time.  They were very entertaining.   

 

Monday 6 May 

About four miles south is the Science and Industry Museum. 

  

  

This place is a must-see, in particular the U505 - a German U boat captured off the west coast of Africa in 
1944 and towed back to the US.  As the leader of task force 22.1 was from Chicago, it eventually ended up 
in the town.  After sitting outside and rusting for many years it was restored and lowered into a trench 
and then a roof put over it on the east wing of the museum.  With big sections on motion, aviation, space, 
science and the human body it is easy to spend a day or more here.   

Later in the afternoon I catch the blue train back to the airport and the flight to Calgary. 

I was standing outside the Calgary Airport trying to catch the bus into town and discovered that you have 
to have the right change.  As the driver is apologising that he has to leave without me, a kind chap comes 
up and gives me the change. 

 

Tuesday 7 May 

After a nice beef salad in the hotel restaurant and a good night’s sleep, I took a stroll along the river which 
runs around the edge of downtown.  A trip up the Calgary Tower reveals it has been out-built by a couple 
of apartment blocks, but still gives a great view of the city and surrounding areas.  Here too they have 
stuck a glass box on the side. 



 
View from the Calgary Tower 

 
Looking down from the glass box on the tower. 

Here it is easy to order a healthy, tasty meal and restaurants are plentiful. I find this shopping centre 
called Core.  It has some amazing shops - a real chick’s paradise, all the top and expensive brands.   

 
Core Shopping Centre 

From the shopping centre I head out, crossing the street via a covered over-bridge heading south.  After 
walking a few blocks south then west, north and west again, I ended up coming down an escalator into 
the hotel foyer.  Not once did I go outside or onto the street.  I did have to check the compass now and 
again to work out where I was heading.  The hotel is 10 blocks west of where I started.  I figure because it 
gets so cold here you can go right around this town without going outside.   

Wednesday 8 May 

Leaving Calgary at 1048m above sea level, we head west alongside the Bow River on the 82 mile journey 
to Banff.  There are only 3 passengers in the silver class carriage.  



  

A bit over an hour into the journey the Rocky Mountains appear in the distance.  Between the many 
villages there are many houses scattered around the countryside.  It's a smooth ride as we roll along the 
flat ground at 55mph. The large windows enhance the views.  There is also an outdoor viewing platform at 
the back of the carriage.   

After a brief stop at Canmore to pick up more staff, we then roll on to Banff where thirty more passengers 
join our carriage.Crew members Helen, Jamiee and Ron will do over a great job of looking after us the next 
two days. 

 

We pass over the main divide and follow the Kicking Horse River, which runs out to the west. 

 

We travel down Big Hill.  This was, for the first 22 years of the railway’s existence, a 4.4% grade hill which 
was responsible for many derailments and a number of deaths until, in 1907, a spiral with two circular 
tunnels (each over 800m long) were put in, reducing the grade to 2.2%.   

At Field we pull into a siding while a freight train pulling and pushing over 200 wagons goes past.  

 



The weather is perfect for the trip so far.  The river narrows, creating some good rapids apparently a very 
popular spot for white water rafting.   

Leaving the Rockies, we pass through Golden into the Columbian mountains, situated on each side of a 
wide valley.  The river is now called the Columbia.  This river apparently plays host to more dams than any 
other river in North America.  Pine trees here are seen to run well up into the mountains.   

We leave the Columbia River, heading up the Beaver River to Roger’s Pass, where the rail used to head 
over the hill, but once again too many people were getting killed, this time from avalanches.  In the 1920s 
they dug a five mile tunnel through Mt McDonald, at that time apparently the longest in North America. 
In 1988 they dug another tunnel 10 miles long below the first one.  It takes trains going east and the upper 
one trains going west.   

 

This area is called Glacier Park, an area affected by many avalanches to such an extent they have built 
avalanche shelters in many places over both rail and road.   

As we head down the valley alongside the Illecillewaet River there are old stone bridges along the original 
line apparently built only from stone (no mortar) by a bunch of Scottish stone masons.  These have never 
required any maintenance work. 

After having being served a really nice lunch and a glass or two of wine, we come out of the mountains 
and hit a town called Revelstoke and the Columbia River again.   

Then we come to Three Valley Gap resort built in the 1950s by a guy that stopped there the night and 
decided to start a business there.  Still family owned with a 200 room hotel, car and rail museum on the 
edge of a lake, it looks like a very nice place to stay.   

 

Sicamous is a small tourist town famous for its house boat rental as it is on the edge of Lake Shuswap, 
which, with several arms, has a coastline of 1000 km.   

We follow the lake for 40 km before heading cross country to Lake Adams.  From here-on the land 
becomes farming area, which continues as we head down the South Thompson River.  Crops such as 
alfalfa and ginseng used to be grown here, but now it's mainly cattle farming. 

14 hours after leaving Calgary we pull into Kamloops: population 87,000 and 280m above sea level. 



 

The Rocky Mountaineer crew are well organised.  Keys to the hotel rooms are handed out, we alight from 
the train onto a bus and are driven to the Riverside hotel.  Our bags are waiting in the room.   

 
View from Riverside Hotel 

Next door there is a restaurant called Storm; a nice setting by the river.  The cob (chicken) salad was 
excellent. In the US I couldn't find a good healthy salad - Canada certainly do them well. 

 

Thursday 9 May 

At 0720 the bus takes us back to the train station, parking right alongside the carriage.  By 0757 we are on 
the move, safety briefing done and breakfast being served.   

As we roll out of town we pass a cemetery with wooden crosses alongside the church Clint Eastwood used 
for the opening scene in the movie Unforgiven.   



 

The surrounding houses all look a bit scruffy, unlike the other side of town.   

Here the South and North Thompson Rivers join to form Lake Kamloops, some 40 km long with a rail line 
running on each side.  At the end of this natural lake we travel alongside the Thompson River. The land 
here is quite arid and apparently is the driest part of Canada with around 25 cm of rain a year.   

The rail continues along the river which, at Kanaka, becomes the Fraser River.  Through Rainbow Canyon 
there are a number of avalanche huts (shelters), to protect the rail from rocks and snow.  

 

We come across another bridge built by the Scottish stone masons with no mortar.  This one has been 
around since the 1870's and has also never needed any repairs.   

 



The train slows down as we pass Hells Gate.  This is the narrowest part of the river, partly caused by a big 
landslide in 1914 when the construction of the Canadian National railway caused a big slip that choked 
the river.  They had to put salmon ladders in here as the current became too strong for the fish to get to 
their spawning grounds.  This is a big river and when the snow melt starts it gets a lot bigger. Over 750 
million litres of water per second are flowing through the river at its peak.   

 

A fantastic lunch is served as we glide almost silently along with mainly sliver birch trees on each side of 
us.  The river is still close by.   

The next place worth a mention is a town called Hope.  It got its name in the gold rush days.  In 1858 gold 
was discovered, word got out and people moved in but it turned out there was little gold. The next time 
Hope got on the map was the filming of Rambo which apparently took place here. 

A little further down the line we heard about what every great train must have, a robbery. Back in 1887 in 
Kentucky Billy Miner was born.  At 17 he robbed a Wells Fargo Express stage coach.  Collecting a cool 
$74,000, he carried on with a life of crime.  In 1903 he robbed his first train.  Not making enough money 
to retire, he moved to British Columbia and committed Canada's first train robbery in 1904.  $1,000 in 
cash $7,000 in gold dust and $80,000 in bonds.  In 1906 at Ducks Station, west of Kamloops, he tried 
again, got the wrong train and ended up in jail.  He should have just bought a farm after the first robbery 
and been a happy broke farmer till the day he died!! 

Soon we are in the Fraser valley, where a large amount of the food for British Columbia is produced.   

 

From there to Vancouver it is pretty much farm land and then industrial as we close on the city.  The crew 
have done a great job over the two days of the trip.  A couple of days later I was talking to one of the 
Victoria Island locals, telling them about the trip I had done.  She referred to it as the "great train rip off" 
that none of the locals could afford to do!!  



Staying at the Rosedale on Robson I went for a stroll down Hamilton St to a bar called Earls and had 
another great salad (beef this time) washed down with some nice local wine. 

 

Friday 10 May 

Catching a bus to the ferry heading for Vancouver Island is a bit of a long winded process, with more time 
on a bus than on the ferry.  Finally on the ferry, we cross in and out of the USA according to the lines on 
the map and, passing by some very picturesque islands, we land on Vancouver Island.  Another 30 minute 
bus ride and we are finally in the city of Victoria.   

 

 

After checking into the Marriott Hotel I went for a stroll around the town. This is one very picturesque 
place, with some of the friendliest people I have ever come across. The British Colombian parliament is 
here, situated close to the water in a really neat old building.   

 



There is a ‘Fisherman’s Wharf’ area with a few floating buildings next door and lots of hotels.  Apart from 
eat, drink, and stroll around the town (which includes a Chinatown area) there is not a lot to do here apart 
from relax.   

In the evening I headed to the local oyster bar and chatted to some very friendly locals. 

 

 

Saturday 11 May 

Having purchased a new pair of light weight boots in DC for the Alaskan part of the trip, a good walk was 
in order to break them in. Walking past the parliament buildings and the cruise lines terminal, I followed 
the south coast to the Victoria Golf club.  There are many beaches with rocky outcrops between them.   

I stopped to ask an old chap if it was possible to get around to the next beach over a rocky out crop.  He 
asked where I was from and then went on to explain how he had had a stroke and didn’t remember much, 
but did know he was born in Auckland. 

 

 

I almost made it all the way around the coast before getting bluffed out and having to sneak up to the 
street through someone’s back yard. 

It was during this walk I maybe discovered why the locals and even visitors here are so friendly.  All the 
signs along the beaches have please on them “please do not camp” “please do not light fires” etc. 

After reaching the golf course I continued around the coast to Oak Bay where there is a large marina. 
From there I followed the streets back to the town centre. 

After lunch I visited a few more sites around the town, coming across a bar call Big Bad Johns.  Not sure 
what had happened to John but as I walked in this guy in bib overalls and an old hat delivered some 
abuse.  Jerry was his name and he claimed he had been there for 20 something years.   



 

Memorabilia from dollar notes to bras were stuck up all over the place and the floor was covered in 
peanut shells.  Jerry knew the name of everyone in the bar and constantly handed out abuse. 

 

Sunday 12 May  

I took the float plane back to Vancouver, flying over the many islands that we had passed on the ferry.  
Landing downtown by the convention centre, a nice chap who was there to pick up his wife, who I had sat 
beside on the flight, gave me a lift back to the hotel. 

 

That evening I was invited to the Pinnacle Hotel in North Vancouver where a company called Arcteryx, 
who make clothing for the police and military, were having a conference.   

As it turned out their Production Line Manager, John, had worked with a good friend of mine, Dave, back 
in his army days. After a good catch up and a look over their products, I caught the last ferry back 
downtown.  The ferry here is efficient; it docks and departing passengers alight from one side and the 
waiting passenger’s board from the other.  There are many gang planks to make it fast and efficient. 

 

Monday 13 May  

John invited me to visit him at Arcteryx headquarters in North Vancouver. From the Rosedale on Robson 
Hotel I took a stroll down Robson Street to Stanley Park, which is situated at the northwest of the city 
surrounded by the sea.  With its Lost Lagoon and nice gardens it is a place well worth a visit.  From there it 
was a short walk back around the waterfront a ferry a bus ride and a bit of a walk to the Dollarton 
Highway.  Public transport is pretty good around this town. 

 

Tuesday 14 May  

Departing the hotel in Vancouver at 0330 the flight to Anchorage via Seattle was pretty easy, as the US 
immigration was done in Vancouver.   



The terminal building at Anchorage is impressive, with a number of huge mounted brown bears.   

 
On the left the world record Brown Bear 

Eventually I was picked up by Barry, a local, and CJ.  CJ visited NZ with Steve last year - it was a pleasant 
surprise to see him; he had flown up from Colorado to join us.  I was driven to the local Sportsman 
Warehouse where we hooked up with Steve and Ross.  Steve is a local who is at present a contract pilot in 
Afghanistan.  Ross is a long-time, very good friend of mine.  He is a high country farmer near Mount Cook 
in NZ.  We have both been looking forward to this trip for some time.   

Once in possession of a hunting licence, we are soon on the road; the two pickups both towing boats 
heading inland alongside Turn Again Arm. An hour or so later we reach the 2.5 mile tunnel. Originally a 
railway tunnel constructed to supply Whittier, then a military base, during World War II, now it caters for 
cars as well on a ‘wait your turn’ basis.   

 
No that’s not a train coming.   Ross and I waiting to go through the tunnel.  

At Whittier we launch our boats and head down the fiord to Decision Point. It's snowing and sleeting quite 
heavily.  At Decision Point the sea is calm, so we make a left turn and head up another fiord to a nice little 
beach.  Running the gear up the beach and anchoring the boats we set up camp trying to keep the gear 
dry.   

 



 
 Good camping weather.     Steve and Ross  

 

At midnight it is still light when we climb into our Wiggy sleeping bags for an amazing night’s sleep.  These 
bags are amazing: you can put damp clothes in them and they dry out overnight.  They consist effectively 
of two bags, the outer one being much thicker.  They just seem to stay at the right temperature; one 
doesn't get to hot or cold.   

 

Wednesday 15 May 

We wake to be greeted by a cold, wet day.  After breakfast, eaten under one of the tarpaulins, we hop 
back in the boats and head out about 1km to look for bears, both on the beaches and up in the hills.   

 

We spend the day glassing hills and patrolling the shores looking for the elusive bears. The weather is 
pretty much nonstop rain and snow all day.  From time to time we would raft the two boats up and the 
five of us would have a brew together.   

 



Around 9 pm we head into our camp for dinner followed a few wines and cognac, which go well with the 
very tasty Cuban cigars CJ had brought from Afghanistan where he works as a contract pilot.   

 
Barry Steve Ross and CJ enjoying a nightcap 

 We had, with some effort, got a good fire going; but it was just too wet to gather around it.  

  
                            An Otter takes a look 

We head to bed around midnight as it’s about as dark as its going to get. 

 

 

Thursday 16 May 

We wake to heavy rain.  Steve and CJ were camped in a two man tent on some packed snow.  During the 
night the heavy rain had filled the pond behind us to overflowing.  To our surprise the water had made its 
way out under the snow and right under their tent. 



 

We again patrol the beaches and glass the hills with no sign of bear to be seen.  The bears, being a bit 
smarter than us, had decided to stay in bed. While rafting the boats together at one stage we had a bit of 
a mishap as Barry’s boat punched out the side window of the other boat, making for a pretty cold and 
draughty ride for Steve and Ross for the rest of the day.   

 

Later that day we set up a bear bait station.  This is done by getting a 44 gallon drum, cutting holes in it 
and filling it with dog biscuits, molasses, chocolate sauce, vanilla essence and a few other goodies.  The 
area was then sprayed with a Powerade-type drink to take our scent away and also get visiting bears to 
leave a trail back to the bait station for other bears. The idea of the bait station is to attract a bear while 
Steve sits up a nearby tree and shoots it with an arrow from his bow.   

As CJ had to head away the next day, we took a trip down to Decision Point to see if we could make it 
back to Whittier that night.  The water was way too rough to chance it, so we headed back to camp and 
settled in for another night. 

We moved CJ and Steve's tent to ensure they would not wake up in a stream during the night. 

The fire was lit again but this time under a tarpaulin, red wine poured and dinner cooked.  Dinner was 
followed by some good laughs, aided by the remaining cognac and Barry demonstrating a rather unusual 
way of getting into a chair.   

 

Friday 17 May 

After a brew we pulled down camp, packed the boats and headed for Whittier.  We were all relieved to 
find a flat sea when we reached Decision Point.   

We scanned the shores as we headed up the passage to Whittier.  Apart from an old shipwreck and some 
interesting rock formations there was nothing to be seen.   



 

It was still snowing when we arrived at Whittier.  We pulled the boats out and headed into a nice 
restaurant in a big old hotel for a very nice hamburger lunch. 

 

Arriving back at Steve's, we unpacked all the gear and hung it in the hangar to dry.   

 



That night Steve's mum Sandy prepared a very nice dinner for us and we got to sample some very gamey 
tasting Caribou. It snowed very heavily through the night.   

 

 

Saturday 18 May 

We spent the day sitting around waiting for the weather to clear, which it did about 5pm.   

Steve took me for a flight in the yellow Piper Super Cub.  We headed east over Palmer and up a valley to 
the Knik Glacier to look and see if bears up there were out of hibernation.  We had a good look around, 
flying quite close to the ground along the hillsides seeing lots of moose, goats and Dall sheep but only one 
bear.  We landed on a short strip and strolled up to the foot of the Knik Glacier.   

 

Taking off from there we flew down the river only 3 to 5m above the water, making for a thrilling flight.   

That evening, over a meal of Musk ox which Steve had shot with his bow last year on Nunivak Island, it 
was decided that Ross and I would drive north for a look around until the bears come out. 

 
Musk Ox 

 

 



Sunday 19 May 

In the morning we rented a Chevy car and drove north on Highway 3.  We stopped for breakfast at a chain 
type diner: all you can eat for $12.50. The place was full of large people with plates laden with good 
wholesome fatty food.  One guy really stood out with his large belly and a 45 Colt Auto strapped to his 
hip. 

Our next stop was Talkeetna, a small tourist town just off the main road.  They have a local market selling 
lots of art and even earrings made from Porcupine quills. After looking around the town and having a 
coffee, we took a flight in a 60 year old Beaver aeroplane run by K2 Air. 

 

Flying north for 45 minutes, we reached the slopes of Mt McKinley, flying over many glaciers and 
alongside mountain ridges up to 12,000 ft.   

 

Looking down at one point we saw the base camp for those about to ascend the mountain, situated at 
about 7,000 ft.  At around 21,000 ft, Mt McKinley is the highest mountain in North America.   

We flew east from there, past some spectacular rock faces with the odd mountaineer attached to them, 
before landing on the Ruth glacier.  This is a spectacular place surrounded by mountains and cliffs. 

 



 

 

The flight back took us over many small lakes amongst millions of trees, often with many houses close to 
the water’s edge.   

From Talkeetna we headed north again to Denali National Park.  Along the road we witnessed some 
spectacular scenery.  Arriving at Denali and booking into the McKinley Chalet Resort we wandered up to 
the Prospectors Historic Pizzeria and Alehouse: 53 beers on tap.  We started with an 8% one from 
Hamburg in Germany.  The food was great and the people friendly.  Interestingly everyone we spoke to 
was from someplace else, many of them university students working here over the summer holidays.  This 
town is closed over the winter.   

 

Quite quickly it was 1am and almost dark.  Luckily the walk home was down hill and we hadn’t sampled all 
53 beers. 

 

Monday 20 May 

We head up for breakfast to be greeted by really bad service and lots of very large people hunting for 
tables.  The new seasonal staff hadn’t quite got into the swing of things yet. After breakfast we drove up 
to the Denali Nation Park Visitors Centre.  Only a few years old, this is well laid out and gives one a great 
overview of what goes on in the park. 

One can only go beyond the 20 mile mark into the park on a bus, which Ross and I decided against. We 
drove to the 20 mile mark to be directed by a parks officer to a car park. 



 

Ross and I decide to go for a stroll in the park.  We head up a valley a little way and while being amused by 
a ground squirrel, Ross spots a Dall sheep a fair way up the hill. We decide to stroll up and take a look.  
Dall sheep are a sought after hunter’s trophy, costing about 20k to go on a hunt for one. After a bit of 
stalking we get to within 20 meters of the sheep.  The sheep are protected in the park so he didn’t seem 
to mind our presence too much. 

After a yarn to the Park Ranger, who had a son in Christchurch, we headed north to Fairbanks. We 
stopped the night at the Pikes Waterfront Lodge, which had a very impressive foyer and a nice outdoor 
restaurant overlooking the Pikes River. 

 

 

Tuesday 21 May 

Having had an email from Steve the night before saying that he had been for a fly up around the Knik 
Glacier and the bears were out, we decided that we needed to get back to Wissila that day. 

Getting on the road early we head east towards Canada on the Richardson Highway, which becomes the 
great Alaskan Highway at Delta.  This is the only road in and out of Alaska.  Interestingly there is no rail 
connection from Canada to Alaska. 

 

At a town called Delta we stopped for some breakfast in a café/roadhouse that we are pretty sure hasn’t 
changed since it was built a long time ago.  We both felt quite skinny walking into the place, as everyone 
in there was very well fed.  The counter straightened as the service guy took his weight of it to show us a 
seat.  In spite of that, the breakfast was ok. 



Heading further east we spotted a Lynx on the side of the road, which is apparently quite unusual.  Moose 
were also grazing on the side of the road in places.   

 

The scenery along the way was spectacular looking across frozen rivers up into the mountains. 

Eventually we reached a town called Tok.  One realises a town is coming up by the rather large concrete 
footpaths that appear before any sign of houses.  We worked out these are for the snow mobiles in the 
harsh winters. 

 

We turned off the Alaskan Highway or Highway 2 onto Highway 1 or the Tok Highway, which takes us 
south, eventually linking up with Highway 4.   

 

There are some rough properties down through here with old cars and machinery scattered around most 
houses.   

After heading through Glennallen and down alongside the spectacular glacier-fed Matanuska River, we 
complete the 500 mile journey arriving at Wasilla around 5pm. Steve’s mum Sandy has a meal ready for us 
after which we sort out our kit.   

Around 7.30pm another super cub turns up, owned by another CJ.  Ross in the back with Steve flying and 
me in the back with CJ flying, we take off side by side flying east over Palmer and up the valley to the Knik 



glacier.  Flying close to the ground and river makes for a very enjoyable flight.  Wildlife are hardly even 
startled by these aircraft. 

 

We land on a small gravel strip above the Knik glacier and below the Couoney glacier, having already 
spotted a moose and several bears before landing.   

 

Steve has already set up camp, so we stand around enjoying a beer and glassing the hills for bears, 
spotting eight from the camp that evening. It is illegal to fly and hunt for bears on the same day.   

A few other planes fly up and down the valley, including a low pass by a C17 Globemaster and an HH60 
Pave Hawk Helicopter. 

 

Wednesday 22 May 

We are up at 0530 for breakfast, heading out at 0600, moving out away from the camp onto the river flat 
to look for bears on the hills. 

 

We then headed down the river and climbed some cliffs scanning the hills for bears.  We spotted a sow 
and two cubs on a bluff not far away and were able to watch them move around for some time.  Bears are 
part of the pig family, hence they are referred to as sows and boars.  We found a high spot and sat for 
some hours waiting for a boar to show himself, but with no luck. We spotted a moose, several goats, a 
couple of Dall sheep, and finally on the way home a porcupine. The sow and two cubs appeared from the 
bush some 100 yards from us and wandered along the edge of a bank.   

 



 

We arrived back at camp after 15 hours of hunting to find CJ who had flown out that morning had flown in 
again with a few very tasty beers from the Denali brewing company at Talkeetna Alaska. 

As we were sitting around the fire in came another type of aircraft - well almost!!! These are the biggest 
mosquitoes I have ever seen.  They’re so big that as you swat them you feel the impact on your hand; the 
length of a big blowfly with a long body.  They even remove blood through clothing.  I was surprised to see 
them sit on my shirt and drive there nozzle through the fabric into my skin.  Here they are referred to as 
“bugs”.  Bug spray is a must.  It is compulsory to carry bug nets on the aircraft in case of a forced landing 
and being stranded for a while.  Apparently people have been driven to take their own lives after being 
attacked by these monsters for days on end.   

 

Thursday 23 May 

We started a bit later today, climbing onto the shelf close to the camp.  After crossing one of the many 
beaver dams that have turned a little creek into a series of ponds, we climbed a short distance through 
the alder trees, many of which had branches chopped off by the beavers to build their dams.  Almost as 
soon as we made it to the top we spotted a bear.  He is on the move up the hill finally stopping in amongst 
some trees 368 yards away.   

After some discussion, a shot is taken with the Christensen Arms 338 Winchester magnum complete with 
Burris Eliminator scope.  The bear ran away unharmed.   

We sat there for the rest of the day waiting for another bear to show itself.  One did briefly on a couple of 
occasions, but not for long enough to take a shot.  As the day progressed a sow with three cubs showed 
itself on the back ridge a thousand yards away, which we watched move around the hill for several hours.   

At 9.30 that evening we come off the hill to be greeted by CJ who had flown into town to pick up some 
more beer and tequila.   

One of the great things about these Alaskan Cub aviators is they rock around in these planes like central 
North Island hunters do on a quad bike.  No flight plan is required and they just land on any bit of ground 
that is safe to do so.   

Steve, who had flown into Anchorage earlier, arrives back around 1030 with Tiffany on board.  She is in 
the navy and has flown up from Colorado to join us, complete with compound bow and some very sharp 
arrows. 

We watch a spectacular full moon move across the sky between two mountains at the top of the Couoney 
glacier. We stand around the fire and chat until well after midnight. 

 

 



 
Steve and Tiffany in the matching under Armour gear and the local CJ 

 

 

Friday 24 May  

We are up, not so bright and early.  After breakfast and having spotted a couple of bears further along the 
hill, Ross and I wander down to the bottom beaver dam and cross over heading up the hill. 

 
One of the many beaver dams. These guys go well up the hill and cut down big trees. 

Steve and Tiffany, dressed in matching Under Armour gear, head off down the river complete with bow 
and arrows. 



 

As Ross and I head up the hill we come across lots of clearings.  As we get higher above the cliffs we see 
lots of bear and moose sign. I am not sure whether it was walking along the cliff edge or the thought of 
being taken by a bear, but Ross has to rush off into the trees for a rifle-in-hand crap.   

 
        Bears do shit in the woods 

After watching some clearings from the clifftop for a while, we headed up the hill to find a moose trail that 
ran through the alders making the going a bit easier for a while. Heading a bit higher off the track battling 
the alders and some very thorny stalks that looked a bit like alder branches, we found another good spot 
for observing the many clearings about 400 meters above our camp.   

Moving south again along the hill we spotted a black bear about 400 yards away, but too small to shoot. 
We continued moving and observing along the hillside, finally descending back to camp around 930pm. 

 

Saturday 25 May 

CJ flew out and we spent the day mostly scanning the hills trying to locate a bear or two with no luck.  We 
did spot a moose that we had seen a couple of days before that we had nicknamed Target, as he had a 
large white circle on his shoulder.   

That evening Steve and Tiffany flew out leaving Ross and I to fend for ourselves in this beautiful valley.   



 
It’s hard work this hunting!! 

 

Sunday 26 May 

Up not so early, Ross and I scanned the hills again until the two Cubs flown by Steve and CJ turned up to 
collect us. After packing our kit into the two Cubs we took off for what would be a spectacular flight out to 
Wasilla.  

 

 

After takeoff, we headed up the river to the Couoney Glacier Lake, flying around the edge and up over the 
glacier with its rough ice and crystal blue pools, then flying along the side of the mountain to the Knik 
Glacier spotting along the way a large Black Bear sitting by a tree.   

 



The Knik Glacier is huge, with masses of deep crevasses and some large clear pools.  Our pilots discussed 
along the way whether they could land on the pools with floats on their planes. Heading west of the 
glacier, flying low, we followed the river down, wing-tips almost touching the water as we turned corners. 

There was lots of activity going on on the ground here, including boats on the river, quad bikes, horse 
treks and runners. People waved as we raced by very close to them.  Gaining height before we reached 
the town of Palmer, we got some good close up pictures of each other’s planes. 

In the five days we have been in the hills spring has arrived and the trees all of a sudden are green with 
leaves.   

 

Coming into land at Wasilla I realised that most of the houses around the air strip have hangers attached 
or built into them.  Some are even some distance into the trees with their own taxi way to the air strip.   

That evening we sat down to a lovely meal of musk ox, Sandy (Steve’s mum) has prepared for us. Jay 
(Steve’s Dad) then showed us a movie he had made of their planes being repaired after a Polar Bear attack 
one night in a very remote north Alaskan town.  The bears had sat on the tails of both Cubs twisting the 
air frame, and had ripped windows and fabric off and wrecked parts of the wings.  It took 3 days to fix the 
planes with parts being flown it.  Each night they slept beside the planes to keep the bears from doing 
further damage.  With a window down, one night a guy woke up with a bear’s nose inches from his face as 
it had stuck its head in the window.   

 

Monday 27 May 

We jumped in the rental car Ross had hired the previous day and headed for Seward, 180 miles down the 
Kenai Peninsula south of Anchorage.   

As we reached Turnagain arm we spotted an old train with a 9ft rotating snowplough on the front.  This 
was used up until the 9’0s to clear the rail corridors of snow.   

 

We stopped at a little town for coffee and across the road a guy was selling jerky of all kinds so we bought 
a pack.  Expensive as it was, it turned out to be of excellent taste and quality.  Next was the Hunter Knife 



Shop run by a friendly guy who offered us a drink and showed us how the different knives were made and 
the huge range of handles he made for them ranging in everything from wood to mammoth.   

At Seward we checked into our hotel then headed to Alaska Sea Life Centre.  The locals told us this place 
was pretty good.  It turned out to be a little disappointing, in spite of giving us antique discount rates for 
being over 55.   

We visited a couple of bars and spoke to a few friendly people.  One guy sitting at the bar drinking coffee 
gave us advice on going on a fishing charter.  He let Ross use his phone to make a booking.  We did buy 
him a couple of drinks and as we went to the bottle store to get some fishing gear, he asked that we buy 
him a flagon as he was a bit broke.  We obliged.   

Another guy in a tweed jacket was telling us he used to be in the sheepskin shop business and ran an ad 
for his skins in playboy back in the 80’s but the business went broke.  He said he was now a writer, writing 
a book on mafia corruption in the Alaskan police force.  He also said he would offer to buy us a beer but 
was a bit down on his luck just now.  Yes, we bought him a beer too.   

 

We had a halibut meal at a nice bar called Chinook then strolled the mile or so back to our hotel passing 
the many RVs and tents along the water front.  Arriving back outside our hotel and it still being light we 
decided to check out a bar up the road.  The Hotel Seward is a really nice bar with wood panelling and lots 
of stuffed animals displayed tastefully throughout the bar and restaurant.  There were some very friendly 
people in the bar who we chatted away to until it as dark as it was going to get by about 130am.   

 

Tuesday May 28 

Rising at 5.30am for a quick breakfast, we were at the Holiday Inn at 6.15am to check in with the charter 
company.  Round the back at the wharf we boarded the boat.  There were three other chaps in the party, 
all keen fishermen and hunters: one from Georgia, one from Orlando, and the other a local from 
Anchorage.   

Bang on 7am we were underway heading out into the inlet at around 24 knots.  The rather unfriendly 
skipper was chatting on his phone when “bang!” we hit a log.  The boat started vibrating, so we turned 
around to head back to port.  After a few minutes the skipper stopped the boat, leaned over the back and 
removed a piece of wood from around the props and we were good to go again.   

Heading out of the fiord was a barge loaded with containers, a couple of cars chucked on top.  It was 
being manoeuvred by a couple of tugs.  These are used to ship stuff to and from Seattle and all around 
Alaskan ports and up rivers.  There is no rail connecting Alaska to Canada or the rest of the US.  The only 
road comes in way up north from Canada.   

Next we pass a huge ship coming to pick up coal which has been railed in from up north.   

Around 8am we drop anchor a few miles off the coast.  Fishing here is in 300 feet of water with 3lb lead 
sinkers, a trace and one hook.  The line is dropped down and we wait.   



 
       Ross with his 30lb Halibut catch   The day’s catch.  

There is a slight swell; all our keen fisherman become seasick in the first hour or so.  The skipper didn't tell 
us anything about the fish or give any tips in catching them.  The deck hand with eight years on the job 
was, however, enthusiastic and helpful.   

We caught a few cod, the odd halibut and the odd flounder over the next 4 hours.  A lot of the halibut we 
threw back as they were undersized.  There is a limit of two per person per day.  Cod has no catch limit.   

Around noon we moved back into the fiord and anchored again, this time in over 500ft of water.  It took 
quite some time for the bait to reach the bottom.  And much longer to haul it in to find a fish has taken 
the bait and not the hook.  As the day went on each person got the halibut limit except me; the ten or so I 
caught all got thrown back.  Ross caught the biggest at 30lbs and another at 22lbs.  

At 5:00pm we are back at the dock, fish displayed for photos and by 6:30pm we were on the road headed 
for Homer. The drive took us 30 miles back towards Anchorage before heading west to the large Kenai 
River.   

Famous for its salmon fishing, the Kenai is a large green coloured river with lots of cabins, lodges and small 
towns along its banks.  Apparently in mid-June, 2 million salmon head up this river.  Thousands of people 
from all over the world head here to try and catch them; the big ones run up around 60 lbs.   

 

We stopped at Soldotna for a meal at Bucket’s Sports Grill, which looked pretty good from the outside but 
was a let down on the food and service side.  Then heading south down the coast, we finally arrived at 
Homer at around 930pm.  We stopped the night at the beat-up, scruffy, over-priced “Worst Western” 
Hotel there. 



 Wednesday May 29 

After an early night, we head down the spit to check out the tourist part of town. This is a pretty place 
with quaint shops and charter businesses set on the sides of the road.  There is a large hotel complex at 
the end of the spit.  The charter companies display photos of the big fish caught by punters.  Some of the 
halibut were over 300lbs.  We came across a shop with some bullet shells that had a folding knife built 
into then.  I just had to buy a few.   

On the return journey we stopped to look in at a couple of car wreck places.  These are all over Alaska.  
Lots of people just park their old cars up in their yard and there they stay. 

We spoke to a bloke called Jerry who was fixing a skidder surrounded by at least a 60 old cars.  He said his 
father came there in 1948 and all his old cars were still there along with a few that had belonged to 
fisherman who had worked for them.   

 

Next we stopped in on a guy who did carvings out of mammoth tusks and various antlers.  The quality of 
his work was amazing.  The mammoth tusks are dug up by gold miners up north.  He had large stacks of 
moose and elk antlers at the front of his shop.   

We stopped at a landing on the Kenai River where people put their boats in to drift the river and fish for 
salmon - no motors are allowed.   

There has now been 10 days of fine weather and record temperatures for May.  After the largest snowfalls 
on record, water is pouring off the hills from the snow melt.   

 
This was a trickle a few days ago.       Signs get shot at here too! 

On arrival in Anchorage we checked out Green’s Fur traders, who had an amazing range of fur garments 
and bed spreads.  We also called in at Alaska Fur Exchange who just sell the tanned, unfinished pelts. It is 
quite a rigmarole getting some skins such as bear and lynx out of the country, as one has to apply to Fish 
and Game to get a permit which takes several days.   

We checked into the Millennium hotel near the airport where we were met by Steve and Tiffany.  The 
foyer of the hotel is lined with an amazing range of mounted animals including an 8-foot plus brown bear. 
We had a few drinks and dinner on the lawn there.  And, as it was my birthday, Steve informed us we 
were going into town.   



 

We had a fun night out visiting several bars, one of which was the Pilots Bar which had a large (about 
20lbs) block of cheese on the counter for customers to help themselves. 

Steve and Tiffany were great hosts, keeping us out until the early hours. 

 

Thursday May 30 

Prior to leaving the hotel, a nice chap called Jack called into see us.  He is a friend of a friend and has 
visited NZ and many other countries hunting large and small game all over the world. Until recently he 
had held the record for the largest Brown Bear shot.  He told us of his trophy room in Juno where he has 
over 500 animals mounted.  As we had to catch the plane home, our meeting was brief.  We will just have 
to go back and pay this man a visit. 

The time had arrived to leave and we owe a big thank you to Steve, his mum and dad (Sandy and Jay) for 
hosting and guiding us, CJ for joining us from Colorado, with cognac and cigars, Barry for bringing his boat 
and camping gear along, the local CJ for flying us around and running missions to keep up the supply of 
beer and more, and Tiffany for also joining us from Colorado.   

We just had one hell of a time!  

 
Steve shot this bear just after we left. 


